Attendee Chat Log – May 5

Lori Bruno (to All): 1:07 PM
What was the name of the email campaign program?

Larry Fossen (to All): 1:11PM
https://autoklose.com

Mike Kamperschroer (to All): 1:11 PM
What does an employer need to consider when re-opening their offices to minimize risk of infection and potential litigation.

ERA Southern Califorina (to All): 1:33 PM
Is there a buildup of inventory at the customers?

Gary Smith (to All): 1:40 PM
I'm curious to know how many of the rep principals are now making PPE products?

Alan Ahern (to All): 1:43PM
We have taken the time to change as many things as possible in the office to touchless, sinks, soap dispensers lights etc. Trying to make people who come back to feel better of less touch. It’s such a reality today outside of work why not emulate the same in the office.

Zachary DeVillers (to All): 1:45 PM
Curious on thoughts if people will continue to work the same from home once the Safer at Home is lifted? Right now, most don't have a lot of other outside influence, but in the future...?

Jani Duffy (to All): 1:46 PM
When does the panel anticipate customers will be willing to see Reps and Suppliers face to face.

Mike Kamperschroer (to All): 1:45 PM
What about an office facility with shared facilities (ie. rest rooms, entry doors etc)?
Rick Dale (to All): 1:54 PM

How do you think things will change regarding literature, samples etc?